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Development of hospital-acquired anemia (HAA) during acute myocardial infarction may be
related to processes of care and is associated with poor outcomes. Little is known about
variation in the incidence of HAA across hospitals or the hospital characteristics associated
with HAA. We studied 17,676 patients with acute myocardial infarction without anemia at
admission, defining HAA as a hemoglobin decline below anemia diagnostic thresholds and
moderate-to-severe HAA as a hemoglobin decline to <11 g/dl. We calculated median rate
ratios (MRRs), themedian value of the relative risk (RR) forHAA for 2 patients with identical
characteristics presenting to 2 randomly selected hospitals, to identify variation in HAA
adjusting for patient characteristics. Separate models were fit to test the association between
hospital characteristics and HAA. HAA (57.5%) and moderate-to-severe HAA (20.1%) were
common. The incidence of HAA varied substantially across hospitals and remained signifi-
cant after multivariable adjustment (any HAA: MRR 1.09, 95% confidence interval (CI) 1.07
to 1.13; moderate-to-severe HAA: MRR 1.27, 95% CI 1.19 to 1.39). Adjusting for patient
characteristics, teaching status (RR 0.91, 95% CI 0.84 to 0.97 vs nonteaching status), and
region (Northeast vs Midwest: RR 1.10, 95% CI 1.01 to 1.19; West vs Midwest: RR 1.19, 95%
CI 1.06 to 1.33, respectively) was associated with risk of HAA. Teaching status (RR 0.7, 95%
CI 0.6 to 0.9 vs nonteaching status) and region (South vs Midwest: RR 1.3, 95% CI 1.0 to 1.5)
were independently associated with moderate-to-severe HAA. In conclusion, we observed
significant variability in the incidence of HAA across hospitals and found a lower risk of HAA
at teaching centers, suggesting that qualitative studies of the relation between HAA and
processes of care are needed to identify targets for quality improvement. � 2014 Elsevier
Inc. All rights reserved. (Am J Cardiol 2014;113:1130e1136)

Hospital-acquired anemia (HAA), a new-onset anemia in
patients hospitalized with normal hemoglobin, is common
during acute myocardial infarction (AMI), frequently persists
after discharge, and is associated with poor outcomes.1e3

The incidence of HAA also varies significantly across hos-
pitals.1 Because HAA is associated withmodifiable processes
of care such as bleeding and diagnostic blood loss,1,4 this
variability may reflect that different processes of care influ-
ence HAA rates. However, variability in the incidence of
HAA across a broader sample of hospitals reflecting real-
world practice, interhospital variability in the incidence of

moderate-to-severe HAA (hemoglobin decline from normal
to �11 g/dl), and the association between hospital charac-
teristics and HAA have not been reported. Understanding the
variability in HAA incidence across hospitals is the critical
first step to identify practice patterns associated with lower
HAA risk, which could ultimately lead to strategies to prevent
and manage HAA. We studied a contemporary cohort of
consecutive patients with AMI admitted to 57 hospitals to
identify the incidence of HAA and moderate-to-severe HAA
at each participating hospital, the variability in HAA after
adjusting for patient characteristics, and the association of
hospital characteristics with HAA.

Methods

We used the Cerner Health Facts database to study vari-
ability in the incidence of HAA and identify hospital charac-
teristics associated with HAA.4,5 Health Facts captured
deidentified data from the Cerner electronic medical record
for consecutive patients admitted to participating hospitals
between January 1, 2000 and December 31, 2008. Health
Facts included hospital characteristics, patients’ demographics,
medical history, and co-morbidities (using International
Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modifica-
tion codes), laboratory studies, in-hospital treatments, and
complications.
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A total of 78 hospitals contributed data to Health Facts,
including a median of 219 patients (interquartile range 48,
1,030) over a median enrolment of 2.9 years (interquartile
range 1.2, 5.3). Health Facts hospitals were mostly urban
(88.5%), less frequently teaching hospitals (35.9%), repre-
sented all geographic regions of the United States (Northeast
38.5%, Midwest 25.6%, South 26.9%, and West 9%), and
included a broad range of sizes (bed size: 1 to 99, 26.9%;
100 to 199, 20.5%; 200 to 299, 23.1%; 300 to 499, 17.9%;
and �500 beds, 11.5%). Hospital teaching status was self-
reported by sites participating in Health Facts. All data were
deidentified before they were provided to the investigators,
and an exemption from institutional review board review
was obtained.

Consistent with prior work,1e4 we defined HAA using
age-, gender-, and race-specific criteria described by Beutler
and Waalen as a hemoglobin <13.7 g/dl for Caucasian men
aged 20 to 59 years,<13.2 g/dl for Caucasianmen�60 years,
<12.9 g/dl for black men aged 20 to 59 years, <12.7 g/dl for
black men �60 years, <12.2 g/dl for Caucasian women and
<11.5 g/dl for black women. This classification is based upon
analyses of large, contemporary cohorts and identifies anemia
more accurately than the World Health Organization defini-
tion.6 In the absence of race-specific criteria definingHAA for
patients of other racial backgrounds (<5% of Health Facts
patients), we applied diagnostic criteria for whites. Patients
were classified as having HAA if their initial hemoglobin
was greater than the appropriate diagnostic threshold, but
their lowest (nadir) hemoglobin during hospitalization fell
below the threshold for anemia. Because moderate-to-severe
HAA has been shown to be strongly associated with poor
clinical outcomes,1,2 we also defined moderate-to-severe
HAA (a hemoglobin decline from normal to �11 g/dl) as an
outcome of interest for the present study. Chronic anemia was
defined as an admission hemoglobin value below the afore-
mentioned thresholds for the diagnosis of anemia.

We included all patients hospitalized with a primary
discharge diagnosis of AMI, determined by International
Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modifi-
cation diagnostic codes 410.xx, confirmed by at least 1
elevated cardiac biomarker (troponin or creatine kinase-MB),
and who remained hospitalized for at least 24 hours. We
limited our cohort to each patient’s first AMI hospitalization
(Figure 1). We excluded patients known to have been trans-
ferred from other hospitals or from hospice care. Tomaximize
generalizability, we excluded patients from hospitals treating
<20 patients with AMI during the study period and patients
with lengths of stay>31 days.We also excluded patients who
underwent coronary bypass during the index hospitalization,
because both the etiology and outcomes of HAA are different
in these patients.1 Finally, patients who did not have hemo-
globin checked within the first 24 hours of the hospitalization
had fewer than 2 hemoglobin assessments, and patients who
had anemia on admission were excluded, yielding a final
analytic cohort of 17,676 patients with AMI and without
anemia on admission from 57 hospitals. To contrast the
variability in HAA, we also analyzed the variability in the rate
of chronic anemia among the 10,423 patients in the Health
Facts database who were anemic at the time of admission but
otherwise met inclusion criteria for this study.

Theproportionof patientswith anyHAAand the proportion
of patients with moderate-to-severe HAA were calculated for
each hospital. Baseline patient characteristics, laboratory
values, in-hospital treatments, and in-hospital complications
were comparedbetweenpatientswith noHAA,mildHAA, and
moderate-to-severe HAA. We presented categorical data as
frequencies and compared differences between groups using
chi-square tests. Continuous variables are reported as the mean
� SD or median (interquartile range), and differences between
groups were compared using one-way analysis of variance.

We used generalized linear models that modeled hos-
pital as a random variable to generate shrinkage estimates

Figure 1. Inclusions and exclusions. CABG ¼ coronary artery bypass grafting; Hgb ¼ hemoglobin; LOS ¼ length of stay.
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